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Fig. 2. The D WT of 20 ms of speech for a male speaker uttering part of the “i” in “live.” For each scale of the D WT, the time- and frequency-domain
responses are portrayed, enabling the process of the D WT to be clearly interpreted. The D WT scales are 2000–4000, 1000–2000, 500–1000, 250–500, and
125–250 Hz, respectively, while the sampling rate is 8 kHz.
of the speech waveform. In Fig. 2, the maxima and minima
during each scale of the provides the most pertinent
information about the speech waveform’s pitch period. Hence,
the left-hand trace of Fig. 3 illustrates the initial preprocessing,
whereby positive impulses are placed at the time-domain
waveform maxima and negative impulses at the minima. Each
of these impulses is assumed to represent possible instants of
glottal closure.
The highest permitted fundamental frequency in the context
of speech coding is typically 400 Hz, corresponding to a pitch
period of 2.5 ms, which imposes limited practical constraints,
since most high-pitch female speakers or children have a pitch
lower than 400 Hz. Hence, the impulses of Fig. 3(a) placed at
the maxima must be at least 2.5 ms apart, and, similarly, the
impulses placed at the minima are also at least 2.5 ms apart.
Additionally, only impulses which occur in every wavelet scale
are considered as potential glottal pulse locations. Finally, the
GCI’s are normalized and combined, as follows. Each pulse is
divided by the largest pulse in that scale, and the pulses across
the scales are subsequently added together in order to produce
the combined pulse. The impulse magnitudes indicate our con-
fidenceintheassumedpositionoftheGCI.Thisprocessischar-
acterized in Fig. 3(c) and (d). Assuming that the largest positive
and negative pulses are true glottal pulse locations, a range of
possible pitch periods can be calculated. Namely, the candidate
pitchperiods are classified onthe basisof the timedurations be-
tween the largest positive pulse and all other positive pulses, or
the largest negative pulse and all other negative pulses.